SOMETHINGS is a collaborative group show installed, curated and promoted by 11 students attending the School of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston. What was once a raw studio space at 535 Albany Street will be transformed for this ONE NIGHT ONLY event on Saturday April 20th from 5 to 8 pm.

SOMETHINGS features 11 distinct artistic voices unified by the drive that made this self sustained pop up show possible. The students have planned and executed this exhibition from beginning to end as part of their experience in Professional Practices with Museum School faculty member, Susan Jane Belton.

“We have represented here, committed social activists, dedicated skilled practitioners, imaginative illustrators, spiritual seekers, and recorders of personal narratives. The means and materials used to carry out these disparate goals are just as varied. The way this group focused their intellectual and aesthetic energy to creating a cohesive, intelligent, handsome exhibit is inspired. Not content with a show of one piece by each person that did not relate to each other, this group discovered common themes and curated their own contributions…”

Susan Jane Belton, Faculty

For some, this marks their first introduction to life as an exhibiting artist, others are more established in their practice, but all the artists involved bring their specific point of view and style. Saturday night will showcase everything from sculpture and photography, to painting and illustration. A site-specific installation speaking to the history of Boston's South End will be featured as well as an illustrated game to match postcards to artwork and artists. The artists will be present.